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Our Mission.
Finance

Operations

You know the challenges of
the audit process well. Because
with PlotBox you only need to
enter data into a single system
once, you’ll be spending less
time juggling the demands of
complex audits. One system
means no reconciliation
between conflicting sources and because data insertions
are time stamped, auditors have fewer queries for you to
dig through.

Operations teams tell us
managing available inventory
and planning new inventory
is a significant challenge.
Remove any doubt and worry
as to the status of all of your
inventory with a forensic audit
of your entire grounds. A recent inventory audit by PlotBox
discovered 96 unknown and unsold plots from 90 acres,
so the ROI is potentially enormous!

Following PlotBox implementation, the role of Finance is
more like it should be, and less stressful. Via the Finance
module, you control directly the fees and terms that Sales
can enter into Contracts and so ensures charges are correct,
double selling plots just can’t happen, and conflict with Sales
and the risk of lawsuits is reduced.

Sales

If you aspire to operate your cemetery to
world class standards, PlotBox is your only true
enabler to achieve that.
Users report unrivalled functionality, because
unlike all other providers, you reap a host
of unique benefits from the unparalleled
integration between software and mapping.

PlotBox is your route to hitting
sales targets and commission
triggers. Immediate validation of
inventory data, whether in the
office, cemetery grounds or inhome lets you generate
and sign contracts on the spot, taking you towards sales
targets sooner, and increasing family service levels.
Imagine what you can do for your sales numbers by spending
up to 78% less time generating contracts and administration,
and spending less time correcting mistakes with Finance,
because with PlotBox, only the correct fees can ever be
charged.

MANY

A Unique Proposition

FEW

Organization Leaders

Accelerate and remove uncertainty around inventory
development by using PlotBox to view data on what’s
selling and where. Plan daily tasks more efficiently with
access to burial schedules anywhere on the cemetery. By
assigning and monitoring work orders to your team, improve
communication and see your team work smarter.

SCOPE OF PROBLEMS SOLVED

We know first hand the trauma of loss and
the burden of the associated processes of
dealing with death. We know we can take
away some of the pain for the families and
those that serve them.

ALTERNATIVES

LOW

HIGH

SOFTWARE & MAPPING INTEGRATION

When you implement PlotBox, you’re creating
smarter workflows across the organization
and in ways you’d never have imagined, the
mapping piece unlocks added value from all
of your other modules. Ultimately, you’ll be
empowered by PlotBox not just for excellent
administration and service improvement, but as
your strategic business planning resource that
gives you the platform for excellence.

• Smart organizational workflows
• Unrivalled ROI from inventory audits
• Accelerate sales processes
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Key Modules.

Advanced Features.

These essential modules are the foundation
of effective cemetery management.

Accounting.

Records Management

Bring all deceased records together
into a quickly searchable database that
includes images of headstones & paper
records, and is linked to locations.

Contract Management

Generate pre-need and at-need
contracts with ease, faster than ever!
Easily manage your price list and
payment plans to make the entire
contract process more streamlined.

CRM (Customer Relationship
Scheduling
Management)
Accelerate sales by managing leads,
logging sales activity and assigning
tasks to specific counselors. Managers
can see visibility of the pipeline and
easily generate reports on sales
performance and more.

Maintain customized diaries and
schedule appointments and services
right from a Contract. Burial orders,
labels and other ‘paperwork’ are
auto generated from the system
to avoid duplication.

Verified Mapping

High resolution drone imagery creates
a truly digital map for access on any
device to show real-time inventory
status. The verified mapping process
is a forensic audit of your inventory and
often identifies extra available inventory.

Public Facing Website

Everafter is the advanced public
interface that both generates leads
and revenue for cemeteries and
improves service levels with tools like
Walk to Grave and online ordering.

Customer support.
Service and support are a big part of
what you’re securing in working with
PlotBox. In addition to everything you’d
expect, our team can also support you
in Spanish. Our average support
response time is under three minutes.

PlotBox holds a huge amount
of financial data so we want
to make it easy for you to
interpret, without having to
pull together a ton of Excel
spreadsheets. Our main
accounting reports are:
General Ledger (G/L)

This chronological accounting record
allows you to track and categorize
transactions, and summarize them into
general ledger accounts. You can run
the report for specific periods of time,
account for cancellations, refunds and
adjustments and more. Furthermore,
we integrate with any external finance
package such as Sage or QuickBooks.

Sales

Managers can run reports detailing sales
for any given period of time and apply
filters such as ‘facility’, ‘contract type’ or
‘category’ for example sales reports can
be viewed at contract level or broken
down further to view by each line item.

Counselor Comparison

Sales managers can have a real-time view
of sales activity and performance at their
fingertips with the ability to pull reports on
Counselor sales with flexible filters such
as, per facility, item type, contract type
etc. PlotBox enables sales managers
the visibility on the sales pipeline as well
as the ability to compare performance
and enable growth.

Liabilities

PlotBox allows you to record the current
cost of each fee item in your system. As
you sell items pre-need they will be added
to your liability report up until the point
those items are fulfilled by the family.
Users can run a report on total liability

in real time as well as manage transfers
from Long to Short term liability when
items are paid in full.

Inventory

Enjoy visibility (with interactive map
view) on current plot inventory status
and measure how that has increased
or decreased over a period of time in
detailed or summary format. Users
can also link price lists to inventory
to view total value of the inventory
and report on cost versus potential.

Trust Funding

Manage multiple funds linked to pre-need
fee items in the system and view reports
at summary or item level. Users have the
ability to attach a fund percentage amount
to each fee, recognize items that have
now been paid in full for the fund report
and mark off items that have been
‘funded’ to close off periods.

Contract cancellations/
adjustments

Work Orders

Users can easily generate work orders
from customized drop down lists and
quickly assign tasks to staff. Tasks can
be linked to locations on a map to show
exactly where the work needs to be
done and track the status of each
jobs progress - not yet started, in
progress or complete.

Document Management
(Old documents)

Wouldn’t it be great if ALL your documents
could be safely stored in the ONE place?
Now they can - even the really old stuff!
PlotBox can host images of old maps,
lot cards, book registers and more,
all linked to your electronic records.

Integrations.

Easily manage partial and complete
cancellations and apply relevant
cancellations fees. Release plots back
into inventory or keep on hold, administer
refunds or apply credit to a new contract.

Commissions Management

PlotBox offers a customized
commissions structure allowing
the creation of rules based on
individual line items, overall categories
or subcategories as well as
differentiating between rates for
pre-need and at-need sales.
This configuration includes bonus rules,
reserves in the event of cancellations,
rules around team structure and more.
Commissioned reports by Counselor or
time frame can be produced in a clean
and easy to read report - all of which
can be exported to Excel or PDF.
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Export your sales data, GL and
payments received to any
financial package including
Quickbooks and Sage.
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PlotBox Plan.

PlotBox in Practice.

We can customize a plan to suit
your needs as well as your budget.

Insights from David Massey, President of Park
View Cemetery and Funeral Home, Manteca CA

Modules

Essential

Pro
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Enterprise

Records Management
Deeds Management

The PlotBox team is amazing,
responsive, and attentive to our
needs. Highly recommended!

Plot Management
Process improvement:

Impact on Risk Reduction

Significant time saved
in generation of contracts

Public Portal
Contracts Management
Booking Schedule
Mapping Module
Memorials Management

Pre Need Sales
& Related Tasks.
Originally took: 1hr
With PlotBox: 15mins

75%

At Need Sales
& Burial Tasks.
Originally took: 1hr 30mins
With PlotBox: 20mins

78%

Time Reduction

Time Reduction

Financial Reporting
Think about the typical
number of contracts you
create in a month, now
calculate the saving
in time and salary
for your business.

Customised Reporting
Work Orders
CRM for Sales

Genealogy Requests.
Originally took: 5 mins
With PlotBox: 1 min

Documents Module

80%
Time Reduction

Knowing many cemeteries receive
neverending and increasing volumes
of genealogy requests, it makes
financial sense to bring
your records and maps
into one quickly
\ accessible location.

Included

Not Included

Bolt on Available

Misplaced contracts:
“This is HUGE! I love that we can find
any PlotBox contract, with attachments,
within seconds!!! We have spent hours
trying to find old contracts related to a
single burial in the past!!”
Errors in fees and the sales process:
“The ability for management to create
‘packages’ and maintain prices means
that sales staff are not relying on
perhaps outdated paper prices lists, or
PDF files stored on numerous individual
user computers. This means we don’t
under or over charge the customer!”
Risk of lawsuit:
“Keeping accurate contracts, burial
records, and prior interactions with
families, is vital in the reduction of
potential lawsuits. Having PlotBox to
keep all the historical records straight
and readily available is a huge reduction
in liability.”
Operational efficiency
“Our productivity has soared through the
use of cloud computing, and PlotBox is
an integral part of this. All the time we
used to spend updating software and
hardware and maintaining our network
is now spent on assisting families, and
we’ve been able to develop a strong
growth trajectory without the need to
hire more people as we’re all working
more efficiently.”

“A very smart choice for us to
modernize our cemetery - PlotBox
goes way beyond digital mapping
with a real eye toward the future
sustainability of cemeteries and
memorial gardens.”
Lynn Gibson, President,
Smith Life & Legacy

Game-changing
Cemetery Software
“This is the state of the art cemetery
inventory and mapping software.
We haven’t seen anything else
like it in the US market. It has
transformed and streamlined
our core cemetery systems”.
Tyler Cassity, President,
Hollywood Forever

We’re very happy
“We’re very happy with the work
PlotBox has done for us and
grateful for the support they’ve
given us along the way”
Monica Williams, Director of
Cemeteries, Archdiocese of
San Francisco
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Monica Williams,
Director of Cemeteries for the
Archdiocese of San Francisco
I’m Monica Williams, and it’s my privilege to be Director
of Cemeteries for the Archdiocese of San Francisco.
When we began the process of looking for a new
computer software system to update our records and
provide better mapping solutions, we selected PlotBox.
One of the things we’ve been very happy with is
their customer support, whether it’s through the
online messaging function, or though email or phone
conversations, or their staff being available for training,
they have provided us with really excellent support
along this process.
Our accounting department is utilizing the product for
updates, for inventory, for sales, for accounts receivable
and payable and we’ve been very pleased with the
efficiencies we’re seeing there.
Our operations team is able to check the calendar online
to see upcoming burial schedules, check for locations,
monitor service requests and work orders.
Our sales team and family services are able to generate
contracts, look up locations for families and show
available inventory. And we’ve actually found some
unsold inventory in some of our historic sections.
I really enjoy being able to see updated sales reports,
inventory reports and a host of other reports in real time.
That’s all allowing us to better serve our families and
provide more updated, contemporary information as
we move the cemetery forward. We’re very happy with
the work PlotBox has done for us, and grateful for the
support they’ve given us along the way.
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